
Illowsky - Chapt. 9
Larson - Chapt. 7

Math 123, FalliS, Midterm 4, Take-Home
Instructor: Saba Gerami

Name:..•....5~14.9~ .
Total: 100 Points

• fibow all your work. VOUonly receive half of the points if you do not explain your reasoning.
Directions:

• You can use a graphing calculator.
• Bound to two decimal places.

1. a) State two similarities between the normal curve and t-curve.
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b) State two differences between the normal curve and X 2 table. .L
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2.When does type I error and type IIerror happen?
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3. What is expected to happen to type I error if we increase level of significance (a )?
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4. Find the critical value(s) and rejected region(s) for the two-tailed test of z-test with level of
significance a = 0.02.__' Q.A.~ .f..,., ~ (). 02.. _0.0\ (2 points)- .
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5. Find the critical value(s) and rejected region(s) for the two-tailed test of t-test with level of

significance a = 0.05and n = 23. ~ rJ..-t.= 2..'!-\ c2.2. (2 points)
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6. Find the critical vaJue(s)and rejected regiOn(s)for the two-telted test of X 2 -test with level of
significance a = 0.Q~nd n= 23. _, d 1: Z . (4 points)
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In all of the foUowing questions, number your steps as it is in your formula sheet P-:.3.s-
7. A study says the mean time to recoup the cost of bariatric surgery is 3.5 years. You randomly noS30
select 30 surgery patients and find that the mean time to recoup the cost of their surgeries is 3.8
years. Assume the population standard deviation is 0.3 year. Is there enough evidence to doubt X::. 3.g
the study's claim at a =0.0.1? (12 points) 0-.:;0.3
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8. A fitness magazine advertises that the variance of monthly cost of a yoga session is not more
than $30 in Los Angeles. Youwork for a consumer advocacy group and are asked to test this n= ((1

'Z.
S .::'f2..~claim. Youfind that a random sample of 16 yoga sessions has a variance cost of $42.35. At

a = 0.025 , do you have enough evidence to reject the magazine's claim if the population is
normally distribut~? 0 (12 points)
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9. A coffee shop owner claims that 80% of coffee drinkers think that the taste of a shop's coffee P:: o.g
is the most important factor where they purchase their coffee. In a random sample of 36 coffee (1=3"
drinkers, 28 people think that the taste of a shop's coffee is the most important factor where they i\ h
purchasetheir coffee. At a = 0.10, is there enough evidence to support the owner's claim? P::. tl...T 8
(12 points) " X=-2 S ~,
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10.A researcher claims that the mCn rent of a one-bedroom apartment in Santa Maria is at 11:~
most $2,020. In a random sample Q1,3Qpne-bedroom apartment in Santa ~aria, the m~an is f -20)0
$2,050 and the stanaard devlatlon is $152. At a = 0.05, is there enough evidence to reject the -
claim? (12 points) S::' S""2.
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11.A French restaurant claims that the ,standarddeviation of the lengths of serving time is 3
minutes.A ~ndom sam~ of 60 serving times.has a standard deviation of 4.1 minutes. At
a = 0.01 , is there enough evidence to reject the restaurant's claim? Assume the e2pulat;o.ois
normally distributed. (12 points)-
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12.A medical researcher says that less than 25% of U.S. adults eat organic food. In a random
sample of 500 U.S. adults, 19.3% say that they eat organic. At a = 0.05, is there enough 11: $l>O
evidence to support the researcher's claim? (12 points) P':o.f , ~
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